Valenced reactions to

Consequences of events

- pleased
- displeased
- etc.

Consequences for other

- Desirable for other
  - happy-for
  - resentment
  - pity
  - Fortunes of others

- Undesirable for other

Consequences for self

- Prospect relevant
- Prospect irrelevant

Prospect

- relevant
- irrelevant

Well-Being

- joy
- distress

Attribution

- pride
- shame
- admiration
- reproach

Self Agent

- Other Agent

Prospect-Based

- Confirmed
- Disconfirmed

- satisfaction
- relief
- fear-confirmed
- disappointment

- gratification
- remorse
- gratitude
- anger

Knowledge

Goals

Actions of Agents

- approving
- disapproving

- praising
- worthiness

- appealing
- ness

- having

Standards

Focusing on

Consequences for other

- Desirable for other
  - happy-for
  - resentment
  - pity
  - Fortunes of others

- Undesirable for other

Consequences for self

- Prospect relevant
- Prospect irrelevant

Prospect

- relevant
- irrelevant

Well-Being

- joy
- distress

Attribution

- pride
- shame
- admiration
- reproach

Self Agent

- Other Agent

Prospect-Based

- Confirmed
- Disconfirmed

- satisfaction
- relief
- fear-confirmed
- disappointment

- gratification
- remorse
- gratitude
- anger

Knowledge

OCC Emotional State

Intensity Variable